Do you want to build cohesion and drive organizational efficiency? Do you want share your files with secure access, sharing and file storage anywhere on the go? Solve your problems now with the intranet portal to maximize productivity.

Intranet Portal shares and manages content, knowledge and applications to empower teamwork, quickly find information and seamlessly collaborate across the organization. It allows you to work with your files wherever you are and automatically syncs your files for access offline on Windows, Mac and mobile devices.

**Organization distributed by Many Groups or Locations**
- Ease of managing company information for staff accessing from different locations, countries outside of Head Quarter Office
- Access data and stay up to date with ease regardless of location and time zone

**Engage & Inform your Organization**
- Drive organizational efficiency by sharing common resources and applications on the portal
- Manage files, track data and keep everyone up-to-date with news, tasks and deadlines

**Why customers use Intranet Portal**
- Too many users & locations to be managed
- Transform business processes
- Work efficiently anytime, anywhere
- Access business information in a single location
- Consolidate various applications within a single site

**Improvements on Work Efficiency**
- Accessible anytime, anywhere with mobile applications
- Share with team members inside or outside of your organization

**Additional Metadata for Users can be stored**

All changes are directly updated and reflected from Office 365

Protected from hassle and eases data entry

App is in use for customers more than 2 years without any impact or support even when Microsoft Office 365 has been constantly changing and adding features.